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Introduction  
Wine Victoria is the peak body representing the Victorian wine industry. We advocate 
on behalf of the wine industry ensuring our members remain a high priority with the 
Victorian Government and our national governing bodies.  Our mission is to 
champion the long-term sustainability of the Victorian wine industry.   

Economic Impact of the Victorian Wine Industry 
Victoria’s wine offering is diverse that includes 21 distinct wine regions and more than 
700 winemakers that produce a wide range of wine. The Victorian wine industry ‘from 
the grape to the glass’ contributes an estimated: 

• $7.6 billion directly to the Victorian economy 
• $13.3 billion when flow-on effects were included 
• 13,000 direct jobs 
• 33,000 indirect jobs 
• $1.5 billion in sales revenue 
• $425 million in wine exports 
• 9 million international visitor nights; and 
• 3.2 million domestic visitor nights. 

2020 Bushfires – Survey of Wine Victoria Members  
During the 2020 bushfires the Victorian wine industry has come under significant 
impacts with damage incurred by both fire and smoke. 

A survey of Wine Victoria members designed to understand the extent of damage 
has been undertaken.  To date the survey has been completed by a small number of 
respondents (120) from the following regions: 

• Alpine Valleys 
• Beechworth  
• Bendigo 
• East Gippsland 
• Geelong 
• Gippsland 
• Grampians 
• Heathcote 
• King Valley 
• Macedon Ranges 
• Mornington Peninsula 
• Pyrenees  
• Rutherglen 
• Upper Goulburn 
• Yarra Valley 
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The survey has revealed the following data: 
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The survey reveals that the immediate concern of industry is the occurrence of smoke 
in the vineyard and the impacts of this smoke on vintage 2020.  As question 5 shows 
more than 97% of the industry has had smoke in their vineyards.  As the industry moves 
into verasion specialised technical support to deal with smoke impacts will be key.  
Additionally concerns on visitation to regions to ensure that direct to consumer sales 
can support businesses will also be key as the fire risk passes. 

Important note: It is noted that this paper has been prepared to deal with the late 
December and early January fires.  We anticipate this data may change as the fire 
season continues and more growers and winemakers are impacted. 
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Summary of Issues for Consideration by the Victorian 
Government  
	

As outlined above the issues impacting industry are multifaceted, below is a summary 
of issues sectioned in to immediate, short, medium and long term considerations. 

 

Structure of the Response  
 

Wine Victoria recommends that a Steering Committee be set up to coordinate the 
industry response.  The committee will: 

• Identify current issues and future risks associated with the bushfires as it relates to 
the wine industry*; 

• Identify existing resources and any gaps to resources required to support the wine 
industry respond to the impacts of the bushfires; 

• Coordinate identified resources into regions**; 
• Coordinate communications on key issues of relevance; and 
• Undertake reporting and evaluation as required. 

 

The committee should include representatives*** from: 

• Wine Victoria; 
• Victorian Government; and 
• Australian Wine Research Institute. 

The Committee will meet weekly (or more frequently if identified as necessary) via 
teleconference.  Each participating party will report back to their relevant 
organisation / agency to ensure a clear understanding of actions and agreements 
are communicated. 

 

Notes: 

* This does not include any critical or emergency response, which will be dealt with by 
emergency services; and 

**Please refer to Appendix A for a DRAFT Disaster Response Plan that should be used as a 
starting point for coordination. This document was prepared in 2016 as part of the expired 
Viticulture Memorandum of Understanding between key government agencies and industry 
organisations.  This document will need to be updated in line with the current understanding of 
issues and impacts as analyised above.  
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*** Direct consultation will also take place with Australian Gape and Wine to ensure 
consistency and avoid duplication with federal activity. 

 

Immediate Response (2-3 days Post Fire Event) 
 

Assessment of Lost or Damaged Vines, Plant and Equipment  

Plant and Equipment:  

Whilst the assessment of damage to plant and equipment is a straightforward 
activity, the urgent requirement will be to ensure repairs to: 

1. Trellis (posts and wires); and  
2. Irrigation infrastructure.   

Both are required (where assessed as relevant) to ensure the support of vines and to 
assist in early triaging of vines and grapes (watering down) to prevent smoke taint.   

Vines: 

Vines can have partial or complete damage; so assessing the damage of vines 
requires technical support to determine the viability and level of success for current 
and future vintages. 

 

Support Required:  

Disaster Recovery Grants: available to eligible primary producers and small businesses 
to support restoration or provide an assessment of damage of assets.  This will be 
applied for damage or the portion of damage that is not covered by insurance. 
 

Short Term Response (1-8 Weeks Post Fire Event) 
 

Grape Taint from Smoke and Assessment  

When vineyards and grapes are exposed to smoke this can result in wines with smoky, 
burnt, ashy or medicinal flavours – meaning the wine is undesirable for consumption 
and so is unfit for sale and. 

If a vineyard has not been burnt but has been exposed to smoke there is a chance 
that vines and grapes will be damaged. It’s important to remember that the sensitivity 
of wine-grape varieties to smoke uptake depends on the grapevine growth stage. It 
is also important to remember that identifying smoke taint is not an exact science but 
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ensuring market confidence in Victorian grapes and wine is fundamental to the 
success of the 2020 vintage and the long-term confidence and quality perception of 
the state’s wines. 

The following outlines the critical timeline for smoke taint risk in Vintage 2020: 

Vintage 
Cycle  

Smoke 
Impact - 
Risk 
Profile 

Detail Indicative 
Timeline 

Recommendation 
for action 

Resources 
Required  

Pea Size Low – 
medium  

Berries 
flowering – 
pea sized 
shape  

January  • Nephelometer 
smoke results 
in vineyard 

• Grape 
assessment 
  

• On the 
ground 
resources  

• Rebate 

Veraison  High  Onset of 
ripening 
berries 
change of 
colour  

January   • Nephelometer 
smoke results  

• Small-lot 
ferment  

• Grape 
assessment 

• Advice on if 
to pick  
 

• On the 
ground 
resources  

• Rebate 

Veraison 
(+7days) 

High  Onset of 
ripening 
berries 
change of 
colour  

January 

 

• Nephelometer 
smoke results  

• Grape 
assessment 

• Advice on if 
to pick  
 

• On the 
ground 
resources  

• Rebate 

8 Baume  High  Sugar 
readiness 
for harvest  

Early 
February  

• Nephelometer 
smoke results  

• Small-lot 
ferment  

• Grape 
assessment 

• Advice on if 
to ‘pick’ and if 
‘hand 
picking’ is 
required  
 

• On the 
ground 
resources  

• Rebate 

Harvest  High   Late • Nephelometer •  
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Vintage 
Cycle  

Smoke 
Impact - 
Risk 
Profile 

Detail Indicative 
Timeline 

Recommendation 
for action 

Resources 
Required  

February – 
Early 
March  

smoke results  
• Small-lot 

ferment  
• Grape 

assessment 
• Advice on if 

to ‘pick’ and if 
‘hand 
picking’ is 
required 
 

Post 
Harvest 

Nil Review of 
harvest 
and wine 
quality  

March – 
June  

• Sensory Panels 
• Fire recovery 

workshops  

• On the 
ground 
resources  

• Rebate 
• Disaster 

recovery 
grant  
 

 

Support Required:  

• On the ground technical support: Program Manager and two full time resources 
between pea-sized and harvest to coordinate testing, collection and results.  
Technical advice is also needed to assess vine quality and input into a producer’s 
decision on if to ‘pick’ the grapes. 

 
• Smoke taint testing and hand picking - capped rebate*:  to cover the cost of: 
 

–  Gape testing in regions where smoke incidents have been identified by a 
qualified technician and identified as necessary on the critical timeline (refer 
above); and 

 
– Hand picking support in regions where it is identified by a qualified technician 

that mechanical picking will not be suitable due to grape fire damage or 
smoke taint. 

 
• Disaster Recovery Grants: available to eligible primary producers to support 

restoration, provide an assessment of damage of asset, or assist in providing extra 
mitigation measures to support the production of a ‘fit for sale’ product. This 
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includes vineyard and associated infrastructure damage and also specialised 
treatment of damaged wine that could be made fit for sale. This will be applied 
for damage or the portion of damage that is not covered by insurance.   

 
• Fire recovery workshops: a series of regionally based workshops that will allow 

producers to identify their recovery position, including new plantings and 
vineyard management during a period of post fire stress.  These workshops will be 
run by a technical team (noted above). 

 
• Sensory Panels: a range of sensory panels to provide a quality sensory assessment.  

This panel will provide an independent, dispassionate evaluation of a wine’s 
attributes, indication of quality level and presence of off-flavours.  These 
workshops will be run by a technical team. 

 
*Note: rebate size would be identified base on recommended number of tests required and 
also the size of the vineyard. 

Medium Term Response (2-12 Months Post Fire Event) 
 

As the fire threat passes the process of recovery will be important to manage.  
Support will be required to ensure the short-term impacts of the fires do not lead to 
devastating structural changes in the wine industry and also regional economies. 

There will be two key challenges to address in recovery mode: sustainable viticulture 
and building consumer and tourism demand. 

 

Sustainable Viticulture 

Viticulture in Victoria has many environmental and competitive challenges that need 
to be addressed to ensure the state’s winemakers maintain their premium produce 
status.  The recent fires are a single and extreme example of the need to address 
these challenges strategically and with the right level of resourcing.  

Suggested Support: 

Wine Victoria has created a four-year Viticulture and Wine Innovation Program and 
associated business case.  This document has been presented to government for co-
finding and aims to improve overall productivity and maintain a premium product 
while dealing with the challenges of climate change (including fire related smoke 
taint) and biosecurity threats (which increase when a vineyard is under stress).   

One of the key post fire activities required will be an evidence based (scientific) 
methodology to build consumer confidence in Victoria’s premium wine products, this 
program also provides this function, as such it is our recommendation that this 
program is funded without delay.  
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Consumer and Tourism Demand  

The Victorian wine industry is particularly reliant on regional tourism as well as local 
‘on’ and ‘off premise’ retail to remain profitable.  The 2020 bushfires have already 
impacted in the all important peak tourism season in many Victorian wine regions.   

Stimulating demand for Victorian produce and regional visitation will be required to 
allow small and medium wine producers to recover from lost income due to lower 
cellar door visitation across many months.  It will also show regional communities that 
they are not alone in the recovery and that they will be supported.   

The perception of Victorian wine as ‘burnt’ will need to be aggressively challenged if 
we are to maintain our reputation as a premium wine producing state.  Re-
establishing consumer confidence will be key to the future of a strong Victorian wine 
industry.  

Suggested Support: 

5 Pillars Wine Tourism Marketing  

The Victorian wine industry has recently created five new wine brands (and 
associated marketing assets) to promote wine tourism into key wine growing regions.  

The brands are built around both regional and wine varietal making the brands highly 
relevant to a post fire recovery activity:  

• Pinot Coast (Gippsland, Geelong and Mornington Peninsula) 
• Shiraz Central (Heathcote, Pyrenees, Grampians, Macedon Ranges, Bendigo, 

Ballarat, Strathbogie, Goulburn Valley)  
• King Valley Prosecco Road (King Valley) 
• Muscat of Rutherglen (Ruther Glen) 
• Yarra Valley Culinary Destination (Yarra Valley)  

 
Known as the ‘Five Pillars” a campaign has been designed in partnership with Visit 
Victoria to be rolled out in international markets.  As the high quality campaign assets 
could be easily and effectively be adapted, we recommend a new marketing 
campaign is designed by Visit Victoria and Wine Victoria to attract the domestic 
market into our wine regions as soon as it is safe for visitors to return. 

Food and Wine Victoria - Wine Season Campaign  

Wine Victoria would like to partner with Food and Wine Victoria and the Victorian 
Government to deliver an event that will profile the annual release of new Victorian 
wines: Wine Season. 

The new festival would be a chance to showcase the annual release of new wines 
from Victorians winemakers (pre-2020 bushfires).  Wine season would also be an 
opportunity to entice Victorians out to wine regions for tourism opportunities and most 
importantly overnight stays. 
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Food and Wine Victoria, building on the success of the Melbourne Food and Wine 
festival, have the architecture and infrastructure to promote Victoria’s food and wine 
capability to consumers. 

 

Minimum Food and Wine Local Content Policy 

Victoria is the events capital of Australia – annually attracting a range of highly 
connected international influencers to play and stay. At each event a range of food 
and beverage offerings are served. 

The Victorian Government also hosts and range of small, medium and large events to 
support the operation and activities of government. 

Unfortunately at many of these events, wines from other states or countries are 
profiled.  The opportunity to put our premium producers and products on the local 
and world stage represents the chance for a much-needed post-fire promotional 
reset. 

The creation of a minimum local content policy for Government events and Victoria’s 
Major Events (where the government provides sponsorship or funding) would be a 
key path to ensuring our producers are intrinsically linked to the prestige of Victoria’s 
enviable events calendar. 

Wine Victoria recongises there are various contractual arrangements in place to 
deliver these events and a smaller target to start the policy would be required.  As 
such we recommend that a 20% minimum content across the board is put in place 
for the first year (10% minimum for beverage producers). 

For More Information  
	

This paper has been prepared by Wine Victoria to inform state and federal 
government fire disaster responses.  For more information please contact: 

Rachael Sweeney - Wine Victoria  

0422 067 858 or Rachael.sweeney@winevictoria.org.au  


